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Abstract. This paper will evaluate the way the events of 9/11 were interpreted. The 

evaluation will use two perspectives: Elitism and Post-modernism. The paper is structured as 

follows. After a short description of the events the concept of elitism is introduced. After that 

the focus moves on what disaster problems were identified after 9/11 from an elitist 

perspective, what policies this generated and what was the outcome of these policies.  This 

same structure is kept in place in the second part of the paper where a similar evaluation 

happens, this time using post-modernism as a lens. The paper concludes that the two 

perspectives are complementary and proposes a solution grounded in cognitive psychology to 

what it sees as an issue of there being too many benefits associated with the creation of 

certain metanarratives. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The case – 9/11 

At 8:14 a.m. on September 9, 2001, USA, five men 

hijacked flight American 11 shortly after its 

departure from Boston’s Logan International 

Airport. This was the start of what would later be 

known as 9/11, a series of four coordinated suicide 

attacks in which the terrorists used planes as 

missiles (US Congress, 2004). 

 
2. ONE PERSPECTIVE – ELITISM 

 

Early in the 20th century Vilfredo Federico Damaso 

Pareto, made an observation that twenty percent of 

the population owned eighty percent of the property 

in Italy. The term 80-20 is not meant to be taken as 

a fixed rule but as an illustration of a power law 

relationship between two quantities. In other words, 

if the frequency of an event (in this case having 

property) varies as a power of some attribute of the 

event (e.g. the size of the event which in this case 

means how much property), then the frequency 

follows a power law (Kaplow and Shavell, 2001; 

Wilson, 1972; Sen, 1970).  

Shortly after Pareto, another Italian, Corrado 

Gini, developed a measure of statistical dispersion 

which has become commonly used to measure the 

inequality of income and wealth. It is called the 

Gini coefficient and ranges from 0 (everyone in the 

sample has the same income or wealth) to 1 (one 

person in the sample has everything while the rest 

have nothing). These are absolute values with  

real-life samples (i.e. the population of a country) 

offering coefficients somewhere in between 

(Lambert and Aronson, 1993).  

By looking at the ideas (and the data supporting 

them) of the two Italians one could claim that there 

is a small elite of people that holds the power. For 

Rothkopf (2008) this global power elite is what 

constitutes a “superclass”. This superclass differs in 

size from country to country (the higher the Gini the 

larger it is). The US for example has a Gini of 45% 

(or 0.45), close to China’s 41.5% yet far from 

Germany’s 27% or Sweden’s 23%. Other countries 

in the 45% region include Uganda, Mozambique 

and, quite ironically the author would add, Iran. 
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3. THE PROBLEM – THE STATE 

 

The income (and the power that comes with it) 

disparity in the democratic US is similar to the one 

in China or Iran. What were the problems that the 

ruling elite of this apparent democracy identified 

after a terrorist attack on its soil?  

The declared problems were the enemy and 

homeland security. On September 14, 2001, the 

State Department detailed public U.S stance: 

eliminate terrorism as a threat, punish those 

responsible for 9/11, hold actors responsible for 

providing sanctuary, and “avoid malice toward any 

people, religion, or culture” (US Congress, 2004). 

Wallace & Suedfeld (1988 in Buck, 2003) looked at 

a variety of leaders in a range of situations and 

showed that the ability to maintain complexity 

under stress is closely linked with the ability to 

resolve a crisis without resorting to war. The US 

had taken the role of “global policeman” 

(Jermalavicius, 2001). Even so there is nothing 

quintessentially elitist about this. One could argue 

that one country chose to show its military 

superiority over another thereby attracting the label 

of elitist but countries are not elitist, the people that 

run them are. People make decisions that impact 

other people. The more power the more important 

the decision the bigger the impact. The actual 

perceived problem was the state; the state of 

Afghanistan, the state of Iraq and the state of USA. 

As Rumsfeld put it: “The adversary is closer to 

home. It’s the Pentagon bureaucracy.” (Klein, 2008) 

 

4. THE POLICIES – HOLLOW THE STATE 

 

One can become part of the elite by way of 

intelligence, credentials (meritocracy), knowledge, 

skills (technocracy) or wealth (plutocracy). This 

ruling elite could describe itself as left-winged (Hu 

Jintao or Mitterrand and protégées) or right-winged 

(Reagan or Bush and protégées). This is relevant 

because whichever belief system the elite holds, it 

will filter the way reality is interpreted. It is based 

on this interpretation of the self, the world, and the 

future that the policy is set (Bless et al, 2004). The 

belief system of the ruling elite in the US seems to 

be constructed around Friedman’s views: remove 

rules and regulations that stand in the way of 

accumulating profits, sell state assets so that 

corporations can run them at a profit, and cut 

funding for social programs (Klein, 2008). The 

resulting policies: invade two countries (one of 

which had nothing to do with 9/11) using a 

privatized army and create a privately-run security 

state at home.  

 

5. THE OUTCOME 

 

When a state representative awards a contract to a 

company that he owns it is a conflict of interests. 

When Lockheed Martin makes fighters and bombs, 

then reconstructs what those bombs destroyed and 

even treats the people injured by the same weapons 

it is referred to as vertical integration. This situation 

has created a perpetual state of war or in Rothkopf’s 

(2008) words: “the first ever military campaign 

against a feeling”. This in turn has increased the 

profits of the corporations waging the war, the 

right-wing think-tank’s that they support and the 

media that they own. In the meantime, the state has 

been turned in to a shell with business as its ghost. 

100,000 excess deaths have occurred since the 2003 

invasion of Iraq (Roberts, 2006). The purposes of an 

army are to defend its country or to attack others. 

Neither of these aims is altruistic. An army’s 

equipment, training and, above all, mindset are 

designed for these aims (Coleman, 2011). Yet 

“international political agendas are cloaked in 

humanitarian vocabulary” (Reltien, 2001). The 

reason (from an elitist perspective) why so many 

have died and millions are suffering today is 

because a few very powerful people (the elite) 

interpreted 9/11 (the case) as an opportunity to 

unleash disaster capitalism (the policy) in order to 

absorb the state’s role in disaster preparedness, 

response and recovery (perceived problem). The 

author willingly left mitigation out as this tends to 

bring profits down by lowering response and 

recovery costs. It would, in other words, beat the 

purpose. 

 

6. ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE –  

POST-MODERNISM 

  

The case remains the same; 9/11. This is done in 

order to offer a wider view and to eliminate the bias 
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of selecting one case over another just so it can 

better fit the theory that the writer agrees with.   

A theory contrasting that of elitism is pluralism, 

but this, in turn, draws its assumptions from post-

modernism (Hassan, 1986). The contrast itself is 

debatable because as Schattschneider (1960) put it: 

“The flaw in the pluralist heaven is that the 

heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class 

accent.” So instead of looking at the case from a 

narrow, normative and arguably utopian perspective 

(i.e. pluralism) the author will use the wider, 

relativist, framework of post-modernism. 

Post-modernism puts forward the idea that facts 

do not exist outside or separately from the processes 

of thinking, speaking and writing them. If this is 

accepted as a premise then reality is relative and the 

way knowledge is constructed depends on who 

constructs it. The narratives that are told within a 

certain culture add up to create an untold 

metanarrative that unifies the way the world is 

understood (Rosenau, 1992). Therefore, if the 

words that are used create the facts in the minds of 

the people listening to the narrative then the way to 

see what problems 9/11 supposedly revealed is to 

look at the discourse, the narrative, the words. 

 

7. THE PROBLEM – IT’S A NEW WORLD 

 

After 9/11 the narrative that was constructed in US 

society based on pre-existing metanarratives of US 

superiority was: There is an axis of evil out there 

that wants to hurt our liberty, democracy, capitalism 

(this could even be considered a return to modern 

metanarratives) so you are either “with us or against 

us”. This last part later turned in to a pejorative “old 

Europe” when referring to Germany and France 

who decided not to invade Iraq (Klein, 2008). With 

few but potent words the story was being told. The 

first problem that emerged from this discourse was 

that things were not the same, a semantic had been 

created and embedded: post 9/11. In this totally new 

world US society and citizens were in danger and 

outside there were forces of evil that previously did 

not exist.  

“We’re an empire now, and when we act, we 

create our own reality. And while you’re studying 

that reality – judiciously, as you will – we’ll act 

again, creating other new realities, which you can 

study too, and that’s how things will sort out. We’re 

history’s actors… and you, all of you, will be left to 

just study what we do.” 

In an age when all the grand ideas have lost 

credibility, fear of a phantom enemy is all the 

politicians have left to maintain their power." 

(Curtis, 2004) 

 

8. THE POLICY – ADAPTATION 

 

Using the “post 9/11” semantic as an overarching 

argument, policies such as the Patriot Act and the 

invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq were enacted. In 

this narrative, the US’s equivalent of the Russian 

Motherland, the Homeland, is in great danger and 

needs information about its citizens to better protect 

itself. The Patriot Act follows this logic and allows 

for invasions of privacy and data mining without 

warrant. The companies doing the surveillance on 

behalf of some state entity are usually politically 

connected (Klein, 2008). Narratives are created in 

cultures and create the symbols on which cultures 

feed. (Rosenau, 1992) It should come as no surprise 

then, that in a fundamentally capitalist culture such 

as the one in US the new narrative only puts profit 

seeking organizations in an even better position 

than before. 

 

9. THE OUTCOME 

 

The outcome that is of interest from a post-modern 

perspective is the metanarrative, the story that does 

not need to be told in order to be known and 

accepted as reality. The societies that are first 

captured by the new metanarative are unsurprisingly, 

considering the importance of language, the 

Anglophone ones. If one were to look at reality via 

the predominant story found in China, Iran or 

France then one might see another world.  

Language cannot however be the only reason 

why the story does not go much further than the 

Western, English speaking world. Post-modernism 

is interested in who tells the story, how much power 

do they have and why are they telling it the way 

they are? If one looks at the companies profiting 

from the Patriot Act and the invasion of Iraq then 

one notices that the people that have interests in 

these companies are the same people telling the 
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story. Companies such as Halliburton or Lockheed 

Martin press for the narrative that they support this 

matter, in the US. Companies such as BP do the 

same in the UK. It would make no financial sense 

for Halliburton to push for its story in say Portugal 

because the Portuguese do not get to elect US 

government officials that could potentially ask for 

warrants to be issued every single time before 

covert data collection, inter alia.  

 

10. CONCLUSION 

 

Key here are power law relationships because 

although elitism is about a powerful few ruling the 

majority (oversimplifying) and post-modernism is 

about the way reality is constructed trough stories 

(again oversimplifying) it is probably evident by 

now that the two can be complementary. If one 

takes Pareto’s power law relationship mentioned in 

the beginning as a constant (i.e. the more power the 

fewer the powerful) then the only thing that can 

change is the elite’s behaviour.   The incidence of 

an individual’s operational behaviour correlates 

with the positive expected outcomes generally 

associated with that behaviour. So as long as the 

elite has a positive expectancy (money, power, 

anything that is interpreted as positive) it will 

continue to create the narrative (operational 

behaviour). It is only by removing the expectancy 

that the non-elite will have a chance to create its 

own story. Narratives are created in cultures and 

create the symbols on which cultures feed. 

(Rosenau, 1992) It should come as no surprise then, 

that in a fundamentally capitalist culture such as the 

one in US the new 
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